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About Hellfire Security
Hellfire Security is a cybersecurity consulting firm
specializing in assessment, and managed security
services. No policy, regulation, or compliance ... just
attack and defense to build stronger, more secure
companies. Its analysts come from a wide range of
backgrounds and specialties, are certified, and made
up of industry researchers and conference speakers.
About Our Methodology
A large part of our effectiveness comes from having
developed a thorough technical methodology that is
reliable, repeatable and that definitely goes well
beyond automated tools:
• Characterize Flows
• Profile Hosts
• Determine Disposition
o Enumerate Threat Indicators
o Match Possible Scenarios
• Develop Response
• Notify Customer

Do you know what lurks beneath the surface of your network? Do you
know which applications are talking to whom out on the Internet? Are you
sure you know who and what is moving about? Most companies don't!
Most of your users and applications are engaged in quite a lot of activity on
the network and within the enterprise that you don't know about. And they
were invited in ... what about those you didn't?
Hellfire experts will tune your sensors by disabling signatures for
technologies you don't have and signatures that provide little detection
value (low signal to noise ratios). We suppress responses for any systems or
applications that are poorly designed and likely to trigger false positives.
And we do all this to ensure that we see only the most relevant events on
your network. And those that we do see are thoroughly analyzed to
determine the risk to your enterprise and whether a response is needed
based on the priorities you outline. This ensures that you are only notified
of confirmed incidents and that those incidents are of high priority ... that
taking action on will bring the most value to you.
This allows you to get ahead of attackers before they get in, and before they
do any damage. Traditionally, organizations only act against attackers after
a compromise or breach. This is because they don't see them until then.
Managed Security ensures that you see them ahead of time ... as they are
ramping up the attack. Allowing you to get ahead of them (with an action
plan that we provide) and stop them before they do any damage.
Hellfire Security can monitor your enterprise with the following types of
intrusion sensors:
Intrusion Detection Systems
Hellfire Security can monitor your enterprise with intrusion detection
systems like Snort, Suricata, and Bro.
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Hellfire Security can also monitor your enterprise with intrusion prevention
systems like Sourcefire's 3D System, and IBM Security's XGS.
Advanced Persistent Threat and Advanced Malware Protection Platforms
And Hellfire Security can monitor your enterprise with APT platforms like
FireEye and Fidelis too.
Getting Started
Once we have been introduced, we will have an initial meeting to go
through your priorities. This will allow us to more easily move to the next
step, proposal, and finally the signing of the contract. After contracts are
signed, you are scheduled and the process begins ...

